Dear Fellow Congregants,

The Campaign to Ensure Our Future has not only met but exceeded our goal of $3 million! By the end of the campaign the final total raised was $3,108,779—nearly $109,000 above our goal!!

One-hundred-fifty Temple members made pledges and/or planned legacy gifts. Your contributions have already helped to enhance TBK’s financial stability and strengthen core services.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COMMITMENT TO THE FUTURE OF TBK!

Essential to the success of the campaign were Steve Schwartz, initial campaign chair, Lou Spiro, interim executive director, and members of the leadership teams who personally solicited TBK congregants.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HARD WORK TOWARD REACHING OUR GOAL!

With best wishes and appreciation,
Sarah F. Liebschutz
Campaign Chair

---

### Campaign to Ensure Our Future as of December 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Pledges/Gifts</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Amount Pledged</td>
<td>$2,108,779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Planned Gifts</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value of Planned Gifts</td>
<td>$1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Pledged and Planned Gifts</td>
<td>$3,108,779</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Campaign Overview**

The campaign’s vision was to strengthen TBK’s presence as a spiritual home, enhance efforts to remain a connected community and to ensure its leadership role in social justice and community action.

Your generosity will help Temple B’rith Kodesh to meet the objectives set for the campaign based on our financial situation at the time of the planning:

- Establish Financial Stability of Temple Operations and Strengthen Core Services
- Generate Funds for Emerging Facility Needs
- Introduce Innovative Programs to Engage More of our Member Families and Provide Opportunities for Membership Growth

All contributions were designated for the Temple B’rith Kodesh Foundation and distributed as follows:

- Fund for the Future: 70% as endowment for annual revenue for Temple operations
- Fund for Facilities and Advancement: 30% for capital and associated expenditures
Campaign Timeline

2015
- February – Feasibility study completed.
- June – Final Feasibility study report presented to TBK Board.
- November – Board approved launch of capital and endowment campaign.

2016
- June – Campaign cabinet formed, and campaign quiet phase begun (Board, cabinet and major prospect solicitations continued).

2017
- January – September - Solicitations continued with parlor meetings. Donor recognition reception held.

2018
- August - Campaign paused to launch “Give to Your Heart’s Content”, membership initiative.
  
  Campaign total – 112 donors - $2,400,00

2019
- November - Campaign restarted with Sarah Liebschutz as Chair

2020
- January - May – All pending solicitations completed.
- June – August – Personal letter sent to non-campaign donors launching congregation phase.
- October – Chair’s report in TBK weekly email concludes campaign ($3.1 million raised).
- November – December – Outreach to major donors with naming or dedication opportunities and final campaign report prepared and distributed to congregation

- Total – 150 donors – $3,108,779

“Our community’s support for the campaign, in time, talent, or treasure, has been amazing. Your participation tells me that you care about TBK, our community, and modern, warm, welcoming, thoughtful Reform Judaism. The campaign has enriched our financial position and our lives, and shown that we are moving TBK in the correct direction. Thank you for what you have done, are doing, and will do in the future to be part of our TBK family.”

Past TBK President Daniel Mendelson

“The Campaign to Ensure the Future gave voice to a strong, generous and committed Temple community. At every level, individually and collectively, we stepped outside our comfort zones to ensure the future of Temple B’rith Kodesh. This Campaign reaffirmed the Temple’s historic strength and its ongoing vitality as a center for Jewish prayer, learning, friendship and service. It was a privilege to be part of this project and to work and invest in the Temple B’rith Kodesh alongside many others.”

Initial Campaign Chair Steven Schwartz
Campaign Gifts as of December 2020

**Visionary** ($500,000 - $1,000,000)
The Feinbloom Family *

**Founder** ($250,000 - $499,999)
Warren and Joyce Heilbronner *

**Pillar** ($100,000 - $249,999)
Robert and Patricia Gordon 
Gupton/Wiseman Family 
Dan and Monica Gurell 
Daan and Lorraine Braveman * 
David and Dawn Klein 

**Guardian** ($50,000 - $99,999)
Anonymous 
Stuart and Betsy Bobry 
Paul and Carol Goldberg 
Rick and Sherry Goldstein 
Larry Heilbronner * 
Neal Levitt and Bobbi Rubens * 
Steve Schwartz and Alice Tariot 
Frank and Ruth Sklarsky 
Morrie and Bev Weinstein 

**Benefactor** ($25,000 - $49,999)
Howard Berman 
Daan and Lorraine Braveman * 
Bulin-Goldstein Family 
Erick Dreyfus 
Barry and Julene Gilbert 
John and Roslyn Goldman 
Earl and Rhonda Gurell 
Marvin Hoffman 
Mike and Janice Kamish * 
Charles and Joan Kiner 
A. Hobart (z”) and Elinor Lerner 
Sarah and Sanford (z”) Liebschutz 
Michael and Hinda Miller * 
Don Onimus and Lorraine Wolch 
Lois Posner (l“z”) * 
Barb Orenstein and Jim Present 
Sunny (l“z”) and Nellie Rosenberg 
Lou and Gene Spiro 
Jerry and Bobby Zakalik * 

**Sustainer** ($10,000 - $24,999)
Anonymous 
Robert and Leslie Baker 
Harold and Terri Bobry 
Michael Bobry 
Ellen and Jon Broder 
Ayala Emmett * 
Sammy and Jean Feldman 
Gupton/Wiseman Family 
Michael and Megan Gurell 
Dan and Monica Gurell 
Michael and Carol Hirsh 
David and Dawn Klein 

**Advocate** ($5,000 - $9,999)
Tammy Cohen and Barry Silverstein 
Joel and Lisa Elliot 
Paul Fine 
Jonathan and Kate Goldstein 
Steven and Sue Gordon 
Arthur and Hildegard Herz (z”) 
Michael Kaufman and Karin Theurer-Kaufman 
Kelly Levy and David DeAngelo 
Sue and Norman Lurie 
Bruce and Cheryl Peacock 
Herb and Monica Skerker 
Peter and Amy Stein 
Justin and Louise Vigdor 
Kathleen Wilkinson 
Michael Yudelson and Karen McArthur 
Joseph Yudelson (z”) * 

**Partner** ($1,000 - $4,999)
Anonymous 
Mitchell and Rikki Brodsky 
Walter and Elyse Capell 
Steve and Laura Chaba 
Mitch and Patricia Chess 
Jules and Doris Cohen Family 
Mark Eidlin and Salley Thornton 
Richard Evans and Fern Sellers 
Donald Fischman and Barbara Lohse 
Doug and Laura (z”)Gallant 
Warren and June Glaser 
Alan Grossfield and Danielle Gilde 
Marc and Susan Gordon 
Robert and Leslie Gordon 
Josh Herz and Ruth Fried 
Susan Kramarsky and Larry Merritt 
Brian Levy 
Michael and Sue Lococo 
Linda Lowenstein 
James and Valerie Marsh 
David and Mara Metzger 
George and Barbara Morgenstern 
Richard Morris 
Sam and Irene Narotsky 
Robert and Melinda Riviello 

Sandra Rubens 
Harriet Shulman 
Marc and Deb Solomon 
Joyce Underberg 
Roy and Myra Wiener 
Fred and Dannette Weingarten 
Barry and Dawn Wisset 
Suzette Zientarski

**Friend** (up to $999)
Anonymous (2) 
Jacob and Heather Adams 
Ken and Barbara Baron 
John and Carol Bennett 
Mort (z”) and Maxine Bittker 
Roselyn Freedman Baum 
Aaron and Amanda Cantor 
Mark Donahue and Rickie Gordon 
Edward and Susan Drexler 
Lynn Eckelben 
Leslie Friedman 
Bradley and Nora Gelb 
Joel and Caren Glassman 
David and Sandra Goldman 
Joy Goodman 
Andrew and Sarah Gordon 
David and Adelle Gordon 
Barbara Granite 
Marc and Beth Greenstein 
Andrew and Alyson Grossman 
Stuart and Carol Hartman 
David and Sylvia Harrison 
Eleanor Holtzman 
Phillip and Pamela Hurwitz 
Charles and Daryl Kaplan 
Eugene and Esfir Kogan 
Sheldon and Ellen Levitsky 
Dwaine Levy 
Marcia Lewis 
Judith Loeb 
Joanne Mabb 
Jessica Olin 
David and Wendy Orange 
Kevin Penberg 
Harry and Marcia Rosenfeld 
Linda Rubens 
Stuart Rudd 
Natalie Schwartz 
Joe and Beth Seeley 
Irina Shadunsky 
David Valinsky 
Rachel Wexler and David Mirsky 
Morris and Rebecca Wortman 
Liz and Darin Young

(z”) – Of blessed memory

* includes Planned Gift

Donors of $1,000 & above recognized on permanent Wall of Honor plaque
Initial Campaign Cabinet

Steven Schwartz, Campaign Chair  
Joan Feinbloom, Honorary Chair  
Bob Baker  
Daan Braveman  
Tammy Cohen  
Jean Feldman  
Sam Feldman  
Steve Gordon  
Andrew Grossman  
Michael Gurell  
Larry Heilbronner

Susan Kramarsky  
Neal Levitt  
Sarah Liebschutz  
Sue Lurie  
Daniel Mendelson, TBK President  
Barbara Orenstein Present  
Lou Spiro, Interim Executive Director  
David Valinsky, Campaign Consultant  
Lorraine Wolch, TBK Foundation Chair  
Marvin Wolk

Successor Campaign Cabinet

Sarah Liebschutz, Chair  
Steven Chaba, TBK Past President  
Michael Kaufman, TBK President  
Daniel Mendelson, TBK Past President  
Rabbi Peter Stein

Steven Schwartz  
Barbara Orenstein Present  
Lorraine Wolch, TBK Foundation Chair  
David Valinsky, Campaign Consultant  
Michael Yudelson, Executive Director

“Tzedakah translates not just as charitable giving but giving as an act of justice. Thank you to all those who have given gifts and made pledges, and to those who volunteered as campaign leaders. Your generosity is beautiful to behold, and we will honor your trust by renewing our efforts to build a creative, inclusive, and accessible congregation. Together, our future is bright, and I pray we will go from strength to strength: chazak, chazak, venitchazek!”  
Senior Rabbi Peter Stein

“Thank you to everyone who volunteered their time to make the Campaign to Ensure Our Future a success as well as the TBK members whose generosity will support the financial stability of TBK. Your commitment to our beloved Temple is testament to the special connection shared by our congregants.”  
TBK President Michael Kaufman

“TBK has been my family, my refuge, my safe place for 40 years. My husband, Don Onimus, and I have logged many rewarding volunteer hours in service to the Temple. Even with the COVID-19 pandemic, the TBK community has found ways to come together. The Foundation helps ensure that TBK will enrich lives with Jewish traditions and values into the future. Thank you all who have made a financial commitment to the campaign.”  
TBK Foundation Chair Lorraine Wolch

Temple B’rith Kodesh  
2131 Elmwood Ave., Rochester, NY 14618  
(585) 244-7060  •  www.tbk.org  •  info@tbk.org  
Michael Yudelson, Executive Director